For 2 players
Ages 7 and up

INSTRUCTIONS
Object of the Game
To sink all the opposing player’s ships before he sinks yours.
Contents
Deluxe game console, 84 red hit pegs, 164 white miss pegs, 2 sets of
ships, instructions.
Set-up
The players should sit opposite each other with the game placed
between them.
Remove the pegs from the frame and divide the pegs equally between
the players, placing your red pegs in one compartment and your white
pegs in the other.
Each player then places 1 set of ships on the horizontal grid facing them,
placing ships anywhere he likes either horizontally or vertically.
Youngest player starts.
Playing
Each player on their turn takes one shot at his opponent’s ships by
declaring the grid reference of the point he wishes to target (for example “E6”).
His opponent locates this point on his horizontal grid and declares it
either a “HIT” or a “MISS”. The firing player then records this response
on his vertical grid using a red peg to signify a “HIT” or a white peg
to signify a “MISS”. In the case of a “HIT” the player whose ship has
been hit also records the hit by placing a red peg in the appropriate
space on that ship.
Play continues with the players taking alternate turns until one player’s
ships have been completely destroyed.
Winning the Game
The first player to completely destroy his opponent’s ships is the winner.
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